being excessively inclusive," arguing that it is legitimate to demarcate "the study of the views of the intelligentsia" from "the study of low-brow popular opinion." More recently, however, historians have become increasingly concerned to map the social topography of science in early nineteenth-century Britain, providing accounts of provincial, bourgeois, and even proletarian science that have incidentally shed important new light on the views of the gentlemen of science.3 Such work clearly demonstrates the untenability of Young's demarcation between "high-brow" and "low-brow" opinion, yet it does little to address the need for detailed analysis of the experiences of those who read such works as the Bridgewater Treatises.
It might be argued that the putative neglect of the consumers of science is belied by recent significant work on science popularization and on "public science." Yet while such analyses of what historical actors themselves intended to be "popular science" are undoubtedly valuable in revealing the manner in which the scientific elite sought to establish and maintain cultural hegemony and to legitimate their science, they often fail to recover in any serious way the actual experiences of contemporary audiences. Authorial intentions, even insofar as they can be recovered, are no reliable guide to the meanings that books have for their readers. Once a book has left its context of production, it is transmitted to a multiplicity of contexts of reading-different social and cultural spaces where it may be invested with a variety of meanings. It takes little imagination, for instance, to see that the meaning of William Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise when read by Sir Charles Bunbury as an illustrated guide to the paleontological collections of the British Museum was distinctly different from its meaning when read as a sourcebook for transmutation by the atheist Charles Southwell, languishing in a Bristol prison cell after his conviction for blasphemy.4 Moreover, the control that Buckland could assert over these readings was clearly limited. Thus, what is required is an approach that, while taking seriously the attempts of authors and publishers to police the reading of the text, also recovers the agency of readers themselves.
Such an approach is provided by the new discipline of the history of the book, defined by Robert Darnton as "the social and cultural history of communication by print."5 The history of the book is invaluable in this context because of its emphasis on recovering the creativity of the individual act of reading while at the same time recognizing the agency of authors, publishers, and others in attempting to prescribe particular readings. These two objectives are met by analyzing every stage of what Darnton calls the "communication circuit"-a circuit running from the author, through publishers, printers, binders, distributors, booksellers, and libraries, to the readers themselves and, thus, back to the author, who is influenced by readers both before and after writing. The objective is thus to provide an analysis of the contexts and practices of both book production and reading. The insights from the history of the book, so described, are complemented by insights from cultural studies. One of the main concerns of this tradition has been to recover the perspective of the socially dominated in the face of standard accounts that privilege dominant groups. In particular, more recent work has used the language of cultural hegemony to reveal the contest between dominant and dominated groups, in which the latter actively employ strategies both of resistance and of appropriation.6 Little attention has been given to science in this field, but there are a number of studies that are suggestive for historians of science. Of particular interest is the study by Richard Johnson in which, weary of accounts of "popular education" that detail the strategies of would-be educators in the early nineteenth century, he provides an account of workers' own "really useful knowledge." Drawing on this, Adrian Desmond has given us an account of radical artisans in the same period creating their own materialist science in defiance of a dominant culture. One of the particularly striking features of Desmond's study is the way in which his atheist socialists appropriated resources from the scientific elite through printed books: they "cannibalized 'respectable' scientific works, where accessible, scouring the manuals of Charles Lyell, John Herschel, Henry De la Beche, and others for usable material."7
This kind of account of the agency of readers in actively appropriating or resisting the messages of books has far-reaching implications for our understanding of the meaning of science in its wider context. Indeed, Roger Chartier argues that such an approach supersedes the increasingly unworkable notion of "popular culture," and it is my contention that it also supersedes the equally untenable notion of "popular science." The notion of popular culture fails, Chartier contends, because it has been found impossible to correlate particular social groups with specific cultural objects and practices in anything like a rigorous manner. In particular, as he puts it, "it does not seem possible to identify the absolute difference and the radical specificity of popular culture on the basis of its own texts, beliefs, or codes." Clearly this results in part from the fact that the notion of "popular" culture has little inherent coherence when, as is usually the case, it is defined negatively as that which is not part of a dominant culture. But even if one attempts to study more organic cultural groups, like Desmond' s "radical artisans," it is clear that the printed culture of such groups is by no means completely distinctive. As we have seen, the radical artisans read "gentlemanly" books by Lyell and Buckland in addition to more strictly "workingclass" publications. Thus, as Chartier argues, it is not only necessary to abandon the simplistic dichotomy of popular and elite culture and to anatomize the "multiple divisions that fragment the social body"; it is also necessary "to recognise the fluid circulation and shared practices that cross social boundaries."8 In this respect, books are of particular use, since they often pass between different cultural groups while being invested with distinctive meanings within each group. Analysis of this phenomenon provides a new dynamic element to cultural history, since by looking at the meaning with which a given book is invested in different local and class-based cultures, it is possible to uncover the competing knowledge claims of the groups involved and to expose the power of the several groups to legitimate or delegitimate different forms of knowledge.
The kind of approach that I am advocating, then, is one that takes on its own terms the natural knowledge of both dominant and dominated cultures, while at the same time seeking to analyze the relationships between the different groups, not least by considering their conflicts over the meaning of such cross-cultural objects as books.9 Moreover, while my focus in this essay will obviously be on conflicting readings of books, it is quite clear that a study centered on any other medium of communication, from exhibitions and museums to lectures and sermons, would contribute equally important insights. The same also applies to studies of social settings like the artisan's workshop, the hospital, and the mine, where individuals from different cultural and social groups negotiate knowledge claims.
Of course, recovering the diversity of readings that books undergo in their several contexts of reading is by no means a straightforward task. At present, historians still often write of the readership of scientific books in terms that suggest that the text was transmitted to its readers through the ether, without ever being embodied in material form. However, by detailed analysis of the communication circuit, it is possible to re-embody the text, analyzing the significance of the material culture of print for both the context and the practice of reading. In this essay, I use the case of the Bridgewater Treatises to illustrate some of the social and cultural factors determining readership, before briefly illustrating the variety of readings of one of the treatises in particular. Clearly, a truly comprehensive analysis of the readership of such a diverse and widely read series of books as the Bridgewater Treatises is beyond the scope of a work of this length; however, this exploratory study will serve to exemplify both the methods and results of the kind of approach advocated here.
AUTHORS
Determined as we are to recover readers' own experiences of the Bridgewater Treatises, it is nonetheless clear that the strategies of the authors, from choice of subject to form of publication, materially affected readers' experiences. Thus it is appropriate to give some 9 In an important recent paper, Roger Cooter and Stephen Pumfrey suggested that the phrase "ethno-natural knowledge" would describe the scope of a somewhat similar enterprise, "which would take as its subject everything from 'genuine' science (i.e. officially approved), popularised, popular and pop science, through 'pseudosciences' to craft knowledge and folk lore." However, Cooter and Pumfrey reject this approach on the grounds that it "would avoid confronting the key problematic issue-of discursive dominance and resistance-by drawing upon a socio-historically false assumption of a plurality of legitimate discourses." They emphasize the extent to which the "6litism of scientific discourse immediately de-legitimates popular experiences and epistemologies of 'nature,' " from which they conclude that to study "ethno-natural knowledge" would be to repeat the error made by the early social historians of popular culture-that is, effectively to treat that culture as autonomous. See Cooter and Pumfrey, "Separate Spheres and Public Places" (cit. n. 4), pp. 253-254. It is my contention that to take seriously the natural knowledge of dominated as well as of dominant groups is not to make a priori claims about the social and cultural legitimacy of that knowledge. As I have made clear, the study in which I am engaged requires an analysis of the power relations embodied in competing knowledge claims. consideration to what the authors of the Bridgewater Treatises actually intended their works to achieve. One problem inherent in this process is that, as I have shown elsewhere, the authors were by no means agreed on a common program. In appointing them, Davies Gilbert volunteered no directions about the scope of the enterprise beyond the rubric of the earl of Bridgewater's will and their several titles. The authors were left to organize themselves, and while Peter Mark Roget was a very able unofficial secretary for the group, he had no authority to impose a common approach. Moreover, while David Brewster was perhaps overstating the case when he wrote of "authors who had no previous communication, who had never seen each other's productions," they were equally not the "close and favoured clique" that Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackray suggest.'0 The differences are readily seen when one compares the stirring evangelical preacher, theologian, and churchman Thomas Chalmers with the religiously quiescent chemist William Prout, or the High Church Hutchinsonian William Kirby with the archetypal liberal Anglican William Buckland.1I In view of such divergences, it is little wonder that, as contemporary commentators repeatedly claimed, the authors were not agreed on a common purpose.
Yet while it is difficult to make positive generalizations about the intentions of the Bridgewater authors, it is clear that they shared one negative determination: none of the authors primarily designed his treatise to be an exposition of the philosophy of the design argument. William Whewell caught the mood when he announced in his dedication, "The subject proposed to me was limited: my prescribed object is to lead the friends of religion to look with confidence and pleasure on the progress of the physical sciences, by showing how admirably every advance in our knowledge of the universe harmonizes with the belief of a most wise and good God." John Kidd went further, stating that the object of his treatise was "to unfold a train of facts, not to maintain a formal argument." Charles Bell, too, felt he had to apologize for his lack of theological sophistication, stating that "from at first maintaining that design and benevolence were every where visible in the natural world, circumstances have gradually drawn the author to support these opinions more ostentatiously and elaborately than was his original wish."' 2
The authors were equally not intending to write works primarily for the benefit of their scientific peers. When Whewell wrote to Davies Gilbert asking to what degree the treatises were "expected to be calculated for popular apprehension," he received the reply that "the work should be executed in a manner as a matter of instruction to all well educated persons, containing perhaps some more technical matter in notes, and certainly references to the best mathematical works." While Gilbert did not volunteer this advice to the other authors, they all nonetheless had nonspecialist readers in mind as they wrote. Yet they were by no means agreed about the ideal Bridgewater reader. John Kidd, for instance, expected his readers to read Greek and to know classical literature. When he made the decision to use 10 Even as a reportorium palaeontologicum, it will be eagerly sought for; and when we find that the subject is made an appeal to the better and nobler sentiments of our nature, in plain language, unincumbered as much as possible by the technical terms that deter too many from entering this most pleasant field of inquiry, we doubt not that Dr. Buckland will be the means of introducing many a saurian, many a trilobite, and many an encrinite to the acquaintance of those who would hardly have heard of such beings but for his excellent book.14 Thus, we have not only to contend with readers who actively multiplied the meanings of these works, but also with authors who intended their meanings to be multiple. Moreover, the ambiguities inherent in the Bridgewater Treatises are particularly profound: these were works the genre of which could not easily be defined. They were widely reviewed both in religious and in specialist journals, and they were read both by scientific experts and by laypeople. Yet it is precisely these ambiguities that make the Bridgewater Treatises particularly useful in exploring the place of science in the wider culture.
PUBLISHER
While the importance of the publisher in defining the contexts in which a book is read is so obvious as hardly to need stating, historians of science have still fully to acknowledge 13 this fact in their practice. Our historical narratives often fail to analyze the publisher's role as a strategist who, in managing the material form of the book, seeks to impose particular readings. Moreover, they show little awareness of the extent to which the choice of a particular publisher by the author of a work serves further to illustrate the intentions of that author. In the case of the Bridgewater Treatises the differences among the authors about the purpose of the enterprise were to some extent manifested in their complicated negotiations to find a publisher. At their first meeting, early in December 1830, the authors decided that, while they should each "write a separate work, forming one or more octavo volumes of not less than 300 pages," their works should still be "published in an uniform manner." This decision reinforced the extent to which each treatise was to be read in the light of the others and contributed to making the series a singular publishing event. It meant, however, that Whewell's desire to publish a cheaper duodecimo was frustrated by the apparently general belief of the authors, expressed by Buckland, that it was "due to the dignity of the Thousand Pounds" that each author was paid to publish the treatises at least in octavo. '5 In looking for a publisher, "dignity" was evidently an important consideration. Initially, Roget approached two giants of the London publishing world: Longman's, an old-established firm from the traditional bookselling quarter in the shadow of St. Paul's; and the more dashing John Murray from the fashionable West End.'6 Both houses were of unimpeachable reputation, and both were generalists. The authors wished their treatises to be standard works, a character that these large and respectable publishing houses could help them to secure. Moreover, they were keen not to restrict the audience of the works to one that was narrowly theological or, for that matter, scientific. Had the authors wished to do so, they might have gone to any number of specialist publishers, from Rivingtons' for theology to Samuel Highley for medicine and natural history; but they eschewed both of these genres in favor of something with a potentially larger appeal.
Murray proposed a more generous financial deal than Longman's, but while the authors readily accepted his offer in the spring of 1831, he was tardy in producing a written agreement. Despite issuing advertisements for the series in March 1832, by August of that year Murray had signaled his desire either to be released from his verbal contract or to alter the terms. A slump in the book trade since the time when he had verbally agreed to the contract meant, he explained, that he would incur "a certain loss" from the publication of the treatises.'7 Murray's business confidence had been shaken by the loss of ?26,000 in an attempt to establish a daily newspaper in 1826. Moreover, the economic emergency that accompanied the Reform crisis of 1831-1832 so severely affected the confidence of the book trade that many publishers considered the situation even more serious than that during the financial panic of 1825-1826, when several publishers had been bankrupted. Yet while Murray's caution might seem to be explained by these difficult financial conditions, the subsequent success of the Bridgewater Treatises should cause us to reexamine the question. Murray had been concerned that "so many as 1000 copies may not go off," but within fifteen years more than sixty thousand copies of the Bridgewater Treatises were in print.'8 That so experienced a publisher should turn down a series that was by contemporary standards a publishing coup, believing that he would incur "a certain loss," raises important questions about Murray's expectations as to the readership of the series.
Considered as theological books, the series' prospects for a good sale were perhaps not great. In the view of the evangelical journalist James Grant, theology was out of vogue, with "perhaps not one theological work out of twenty or thirty" paying its expenses. Equally, while Murray's lists at the time included works like Charles Lyell's Principles of Geology and Mary Somerville's Mechanism of the Heavens, scientific publications were by no means an obvious source of rapid remuneration. Grant averred: "It is generally some time before works of a scientific, philosophical, or historical nature command a tolerable sale; but when they once get a hold on the public mind, they usually keep it for a length of time." Sales of such books were "seldom or never rapid"; they were "slow or gradual, but steady." Yet Murray had apparently failed to predict that, whatever their title pages suggested, many readers would not read the Bridgewater Treatises either as strictly theological or as strictly scientific treatises. Instead, for many the series would represent a largely nontechnical, politically conservative, and religiously safe compendium of contemporary science. To that extent, the treatises arguably represented a nascent publishing form that would later be called "popular science"-a form that publishers were very soon to find highly remunerative, but one that in 1832 was only beginning to be formulated as a commercial reality. 19 When approached by the authors for the second time, Longman's also seemed uncertain of a large sale, inserting a clause in the draft agreement about the disposal "of the remainder, at lower price"; but since the authors were unhappy with the financial terms offered by Longman's they decided to look elsewhere.20 Almost two years after their appointment, however, the authors' predicament was now becoming serious. So, in October 1832, they finally agreed to employ as their publisher William Pickering of Chancery Lane, in the heart of London's secondhand book district. Roget wrote to Chalmers: "We From the book buyer's perspective, this incongruity had more of an edge. What was a bookish gentleman's publisher like Pickering doing publishing works that might otherwise be read by all classes? None of the recently developed contrivances of the popular publisher had been employed, and the price of the Bridgewater Treatises was consequently prohibitive for many potential purchasers. Reviewers complained bitterly about the lack of a cheap edition and considered it a disgrace that so many readers should be excluded merely by the form of publication.26 Such remarks make it abundantly clear that the decisions of the authors and publisher about the form of publication of the Bridgewater Treatises very materially affected the contexts and practices of their reading, both in terms of their availability and in terms of the cultural meaning of the book. What is also clear, however, is that the strategies of both authors and publishers were undermined by readers themselves, who bought the works in large numbers and read them in ways that had not been anticipated. 
BOOKSELLERS, BOOKBINDERS, AND LIBRARIES
In attempting to delineate the contexts in which the Bridgewater Treatises were read, it is obviously highly desirable to obtain as much information as possible about their wholesaling and retailing. However, not only is the wholesale and retail book trade of this period still generally obscure, but Pickering's business records have not survived, and it is impossible to make the kinds of rigorous geographical and social analysis that such documents would allow. Yet much can still be learned from the sources that survive.
Although Pickering was a retail bookseller, he could not hope to sell more than a few Bridgewater Treatises to the antiquaries and bibliophiles who frequented his shop in Chancery Lane. Instead, the bulk of his trade needed to be with other London retailers and with the wholesale traders who supplied the country market. For Pickering, however, this presented a serious problem, since from early in 1832 many London booksellers had been refusing to sell his works. This extraordinary state of affairs was part of a trade dispute with roots in the economic uncertainty of the postwar period. Pickering had fallen foul of a set of regulations drawn up in December 1829 by a committee of the most powerful London booksellers and publishers in response to growing fears about the undercutting of standard retail prices.29 On suspicion that he had supplied books to two London retailers who had been blacklisted for underselling, Pickering was refused new books at trade prices, at some establishments his own publications were reported to be "not out," "out of print," or "discontinued," and his shop was put under surveillance by the committee's spies. Pickering's extraordinary predicament was reportedly relieved early in 1833 by the publication of the Bridgewater Treatises. As the series began to appear the demand was so great that, by refusing to supply the trade with the treatises on wholesale terms, Pickering was able to exact a compromise, demanding that he should be removed from the blacklist. The fact that many of the surviving copies were rebound in sumptuous leather bindings indicates more about the wealth of many of the early readers than about the durability of Pickering's cloth.
Another reason why so many of the extant copies of the Bridgewater Treatises are found in leather bindings is that these were works that many contemporaries considered "should be purchased, as ought every great work, for all the best public and private libraries." The fact that the series was beyond the financial reach of most potential readers very much increases the historical significance of these library copies, which opened the Bridgewater Treatises to a vast new reservoir of potential readers. Moreover, the records of library holdings, and even of loans, are more enduring than the records of personal purchases, so that library studies hold out the prospect of great insights into the context and pattern of reading.32
READERS
The preceding discussion has demonstrated that the readership of the Bridgewater Treatises was to a great extent shaped by an elaborate series of negotiations between authors, publishers, printers, binders, and booksellers concerning not only the content but also the format and price of these books. An understanding of these generally little-regarded aspects of the communication circuit is thus clearly of great importance in interpreting the cultural meaning of the series. However, another striking feature of the account is the extent to which the size and range of the readership for the Bridgewater Treatises, at least as represented by sales, took many of those involved in producing them by surprise. That this was so, as I have argued, broadly indicates the growing market for works in which contemporary science was summarized in a nontechnical but authoritative manner. Such a development represents a highly significant moment in the history of science in Britain, when the growing specialization of science, together with changes in the book trade and in patterns of reading, presented opportunities for the development of new genres of scientific publication.
However, while the kinds of evidence cited so far provide insights into both the availability of books and the actual pattern of book purchasing, many questions about the divergent meanings that the books possessed for actual readers remain unanswered. As already stated, it is not my objective here to give a comprehensive account of the readership of the Bridgewater Treatises. Instead, the purpose of this last section is to demonstrate, first, that these books were read in a wide variety of contexts, in which they served radically different purposes and possessed radically different meanings, and, second, that these divergent and sometimes conflicting readings reveal some of the divergences in early Victorian society concerning the status of competing bodies of knowledge about natureand thus contribute more generally to an understanding of the place of science in early nineteenth-century Britain. In order to provide some depth to the analysis, I have found it necessary to discuss readings of only one of the Bridgewater Treatises (Buckland's Geology and Mineralogy) and to maintain a relatively tight temporal and geographical focus (readers in Britain during the period immediately following its publication). While it may be objected that Buckland's was the Bridgewater that provoked the most extreme reactions, I believe the same general points could be substantiated in respect of any of the others.33 Moreover, although the different readings consequent on the different editions and foreign translations are clearly of great interest, our objective here is to see how radically different readings could simultaneously be achieved from identical material objects.
It is important to observe at the outset that attempts to manipulate readers' reactions to books did not end with publication. The early nineteenth century saw a vast increase in the number and range of periodical publications, so that, when the Bridgewater Treatises came to be reviewed in the 1830s, the reading public was bombarded with more than 120 reviews in over forty different periodicals. Moreover, the periodical literature was rapidly 32 becoming highly differentiated and specialized, as publishers sought to exploit the full extent of the burgeoning reading public. As a number of historians have been quick to recognize, this had the effect of polarizing reviewing policies in the different journals and of causing the individual editors to seek to identify their journal's usually anonymous "voice" with the views of a tightly defined readership.34 However, the relationship between reviewers and readers was by no means straightforward, and it is important to appreciate that reviews were only one element in a complex context of reading. The decision to read a book and the manner in which it was read depended on many social and cultural factors, including not only reviews but also conversations of many sorts, sermons, lectures, and addresses. Only by recreating, so far as is possible, the different social worlds in which books were read can we adequately recover the purposes they served and the meanings they possessed.35
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Gentlemen of Science
Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise provided plenty of scope for the creation of expectations in advance of publication, since it took its author some six years to complete. In particular, the effectively serial publication of the treatises meant that it became the long-awaited conclusion of a series that had by then achieved a considerable reputation. Buckland himself noted that it was lucky for some of the Bridgewaters that Whewell's, which was "decidedly the best," "came forth first into the world, & gave the whole series a good name." "From coming at the fag end," he quipped, "mine had the advantage of making up every bodies set."36 However, it was not only the other volumes in the series that created expectations of Buckland' s work amongst the gentlemanly practitioners of science. Rumors about its contents had been circulating in such circles for a considerable time, so that the book had a "virtual" existence long before it actually appeared. The scientific elite in early nineteenthcentury Britain was remarkably small, and within the context of the select London and Edinburgh scientific societies a book's reputation was often to a large extent determined in advance of publication. Moreover, authors from within the select confines of gentlemanly science could use the intimate conversations of that world to adjust their work in response to criticism. Indeed, Buckland had various friends look over and comment on parts of the book in proof, most notably that part relating to the reconciliation of modem geology with the Genesis creation narrative. He subsequently used these verbal "reviews" to prepare the way for the book, reporting to his scientific peers the theological approval Fox's detailed report of this private lecture contrasts with her diary's apparent silence concerning the speech Buckland made about his Bridgewater Treatise during the final session of the British Association meeting itself, reports and discussion of which dominated the newspaper press, as we shall see. From Buckland's personal presentation in her own drawing room, Fox carried away both conviction and a mass of detail; but her attendance at the closing of the British Association meeting, while mentioned in her diary, apparently prompted no comment on Buckland's Bridgewater at all. Indeed, earlier in the week, she had found a similar evening meeting of the British Association to be so crowded that the "most extraordinary muscular exertions" were required to obtain admittance and had complained that "all the time the people made such a provoking noise, talking, coming in, and going out, opening and shutting boxes," that one could hear very little.47 For those in fashionable society, and especially for women, private opportunities to engage authors in conversation were often most significant.48
Even when the "lion" was absent, as the Oxford professor Buckland inevitably was from London society for much of the 1836-1837 season, such personal contacts were crucial in forming opinion. Charles Lyell, who considered this the "emptiest of seasons," found himself called upon in March to deputize for Buckland at a gathering of one of the most influential social sets. At a dinner given by Sarah Rogers and her brother, the poet Samuel Rogers, Lyell and his wife found themselves in company with Lord and Lady Holland, whose London establishment was the heart of Whig social life and arguably the leading salon of early nineteenth-century Britain.49 Others present were the Hollands' physician, John Allen, the religious historian and prominent clergyman Henry Hart Milman and his wife, the wit and society poet Henry Luttrell, the writer and law professor William Empson, and the artist and Royal Academician Sir David Wilkie. Such a careful mix of public figures from different fields was part of the culture of polite entertaining, intended to provide for a wide-ranging and stimulating conversation, and, indeed, Lyell' s report of the dinner shows that this was certainly achieved.
However, it was not until the ladies had withdrawn that Lord Holland asked Lyell "about Buckland's book, and whether he knew much of geology." Lyell reported:
He seemed not to have formed a high estimate of the said Bridgewater, so I spoke up in favour of the body of the work, on fossils. This led to a talk on new species, and that mystery of mysteries, the creation of man. Lord Holland said that we were no further on that point than Lucretius, out of whom he could take mottoes which would have done for each of my volumes.50
Holland's naive question here seems remarkable, for the periodical press had by this stage long been trumpeting the success of Buckland's Bridgewater in achieving a synthesis as much valued by specialist geologists as by nonspecialist readers. Yet for a figure of Hol-47 Ibid., pp. 6-7. Since the original of Fox's diary appears not to have survived, and the published edition consists merely of extracts, the conclusion that she said nothing about the discussion of Buckland' s Bridgewater at the BAAS meeting cannot be drawn with absolute certainty. land's standing, in regular contact with opinion makers in every field, the personal ratification of a specialist like Lyell might obviate the need for that relatively recent invention, the periodical review.
That the discussion led to the question of the origin of new species is also revealing. Buckland had, of course, discussed the subject in his Bridgewater. Yet while Buckland stated his strong opposition to theories of species transmutation, he did not commit himself unequivocally to the miraculous origin of new species, quoting Whewell's ambiguous statement that the appearance of new species in each epoch represented "a distinct manifestation of creative power transcending the operations of known laws of nature."5' Lyell, too, had avoided publicly committing himself on the actual cause of new species in his Principles of Geology (1830-1833) . Indeed, the issue was one fraught with dangers and utterly unsuited to speculation in print. Yet in the context of select gentlemanly conversation a more open consideration of the possibilities might be appropriate. This would not have been a subject suitable for conversation in mixed company, given its dangerous social and moral implications. However, it was precisely the sort of slightly more risque fare appropriate for discussion after the withdrawal of the ladies, serving to consolidate gender roles.
Middle-Class Domesticity
Those in high society, with immediate access to the literary lions, were not, of course, the only ones for whom books figured as an important part of social intercourse. Moreover, as we have seen from the experience of Caroline Fox, Buckland's Bridgewater could provide an opportunity for mixed-company conversation on science that would be uplifting and not, importantly, morally hazardous. In his review in the Edinburgh Review, David Brewster drew particular attention to the book's moral safety: "There is something unclean about animal bodies, and their functions, and their products, which deters all but professional men from their study, and therefore robs them of their inherent claims as incentives to piety and as proofs of design." With fossil skeletons, however, the case was "wholly altered"; the bones had undergone "purification" so as to become "sainted relics, which the most sensitive may handle, and the most delicate may prize." For the Manchester merchant Robert Hyde Greg such a book presented an appropriate focus of domestic discourse on subjects of science. In October 1836, just three weeks after the book was published, Greg wrote to John Phillips, telling him: "We have got For the gentlemen of science, the battle for cultural authority with the scriptural geologists was of very grave importance. However, the reactions of the latter indicate that their defeat was not easily to be achieved, and Buckland's treatise and his announcement at the British Association brought forth an extremely vigorous and extensive riposte, not only in the newspaper press but in factional periodicals and pamphlets and from the pulpit. One of the most powerful of the scriptural geologists who responded to Buckland' s Bridgewater Treatise was William Cockburn, the Evangelical dean of York, who in 1838 published two pamphlets on the subject. The first addressed Buckland directly, arguing that the facts of geology elaborated in his Bridgewater could be accommodated within a short earth history. The second, however, addressed the duke of Northumberland, who was shortly to be president of the 1838 meeting of the British Association, warning him that "these annual assemblies of Thespian orators ... have been, and are likely to be, injurious to religion." Cockburn claimed that "a favourite subject of discussion at the ensuing meeting" would be "the theory of the creation of the world, many ages before the birth of Adam," citing in evidence Buckland's having, in his Bridgewater Treatise, "enlisted himself on the side of Volney, as an asserter of the fact of a pre-Adamite world." Such a direct assault on the ideology of the association, and on the cultural authority of the gentlemen of science, could not be allowed to go unanswered, and the vice-president of the Newcastle meeting, the bishop of Durham, Edward Maltby, undertook to reply. 61 The conflict between the British Association and the scriptural geologists over the meaning of modern geology in general, and of Buckland's Bridgewater in particular, nicely points up the manner in which books could become contested objects. Moreover, the conditions under which such a contest might develop were clearly framed by the entire communication circuit. The manner in which the Bridgewater Treatises had been written and produced, and in which they had been taken up by many readers as authoritative and fashionable books of science, meant that Buckland's contribution represented a real threat to the authority of the scriptural geologists, quite apart from his performance in Bristol. In this context, it is worth noting that Dean Cockburn's attacks were based on a copy of Buckland' s Bridgewater borrowed from the York Minster library, which was used chiefly by local clergy and a handful of other professionals and gentlemen, in addition to the dean and his wife. The library had purchased all the Bridgewater Treatises, and 5 percent of the loans recorded between 1833 and 1838 were of books in the series.62 Moreover, this represented the great bulk of the loans of scientific books from the library, so that the Bridgewater Treatises were clearly significant as one of the principal means by which elite science came within the sphere of this prominent group of York clergy. The very reputation and accessibility of Buckland's work increased the importance of attacking it.
Radical Artisans
The authority of the gentlemen of science was under threat in the 1830s not only from scriptural geologists, but also from radical artisans seeking to fashion a science that would serve an ideology very different from that of the gentlemen. The two decades following the infamous "Peterloo" massacre of 1819 witnessed the rise in Britain of increasingly organized and vocal working-class movements. As a number of authors have recently shown, the political analyses of these intermingling groups of Carlileans, Owenites, and Chartists relied upon interpretations of nature that were often radically at odds with the providential nature of gentlemanly science. In particular, a number of prominent artisansnotably Richard Carlile-drew upon Enlightenment sources to argue that science, properly understood, served a materialist and antireligious end. 63 During the course of the 1830s, as cheap scientific publications became increasingly widespread and as the radical critique became increasingly sophisticated, the reliance on Enlightenment sources gradually gave way to a more focused attempt to reinterpret the science of the gentlemanly elite to materialist ends. Two such reinterpreters of gentlemanly science active in the early 1840s were the disaffected Owenite socialists William Chilton and Charles Southwell, who together founded the weekly Oracle of Reason in 1841. This aggressively atheist publication was initially highly successful, with an average weekly sale of four thousand copies. However, the deliberately provocative approach of Southwell resulted, in January 1842, in his imprisonment in Bristol jail for blasphemous libel. On his confinement Southwell found that his reading matter, in addition to what he wrote, was subject to scrutiny by the prison governor and local magistrates, who were keen to weed out any material targeted directly against Christianity. Southwell's request, publicized through the Oracle, was that he should be sent Lyell's Principles or Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise if "comeatable."64 The choice was obviously carefully made: these were works that the magistrates would not consider to be against Christianity-quite the contrary in the case of Buckland's Bridgewater-but that could nonetheless be made to serve that purpose.
Whether Southwell ever received his copy of Buckland' s Bridgewater is not clear. However, Chilton certainly gained access to a copy of the work and made extensive use of it. From the first number, Chilton had contributed to the Oracle a series of articles on "regular gradation" in which he argued for the transmutation of species. This was a subject he considered to be of "vital importance to the cause of materialism," since it provided a means of undermining the Christian belief in special creation. Along with several other works of gentlemanly geology, Buckland's Bridgewater was put to work by Chilton in providing fossil evidence of organic progression-a central plank in his case for transmutation. 65 In an increasingly scientifically literate age, such references gave his theory a scientific credibility that was much needed.
The reinterpretation of elite science for a materialist end required considerable effort. Most important, it was necessary to explain why elite scientists like Buckland should not themselves have drawn the same transmutationist and materialist conclusions from their work as Chilton. In an article entitled "The Cowardice and Dishonesty of Scientific Men," Chilton explained the reluctance of scientific men to "tell the truth and strike away the crutches from religion" as a consequence of their fear of being denounced as infidels and of thus ruining their worldly prospects. Generally, he continued, they make a wretched attempt to cover their infidelity by asserting, that whatever may be thought of their facts or deductions, nothing was more foreign to their intentions than to disprove the truths of religion, and that they are not aware that their language will bear such an interpretation. This I believe to be the substance of an apology by Dr. Buckland, for his Bridgewater Treatise: a sop for the dragon. In my articles on the "Theory of Regular Gradation," many passages will be met with from the learned gent.' s treatise, sufficient to alarm those who have vested interests in ignorance and credulity.
Thomas Paterson, who took over the editorship of the Oracle after Chilton's imprisonment in 1842, pointed out exactly what vested interests were at stake for Buckland in his Bridgewater: "A ?1000 sterling, or thereabouts, is a powerful persuader."66 Such a reading of Buckland's Bridgewater would clearly have galled its author not a little. One of his main objects in writing the book was to demonstrate the religious tendency of geology, and Chilton's reading played straight into the hands of those Evangelical and High Church opponents of geology who considered it "infidelity in disguise."67 Such readings bring home forcibly the extent to which books could become contested objects, over which battles might be fought in an attempt to enforce conflicting knowledge claims about nature.
CONCLUSION
This account of some of the readings of Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise illustrates the extent to which books are embedded in a complex and varied series of social relations. What readers might make of a book was crucially dependent on the context in which they read it: among other things, their interpretation depended on the private conversations and public events in which they had been involved, the other books and periodicals they had been reading, and their reason for reading. Of course, an account similar to this one could be elaborated for each of the books in the series. Like Buckland's Geology and Mineralogy, the other treatises functioned to varying degrees both as works of specialist science and as the subjects of fashionable conversation; they supplied both the substance of domestic intercourse and points of public controversy. We could, indeed, follow them into yet other contexts of reading-into the hands of medical, veterinary, and other professionals, desirous of some reputable and readable compendium of science, or into the hands of religious practitioners of varying hues, eager to have their science sanctified by an appropriate theology of nature. To be truly adequate, an account of the readership of the Bridgewater Treatises would have to anatomize the full range of these emerging audiences.
This essay also shows that analysis of readership requires evidence from the contexts of reading to be combined with evidence from the contexts of production. The often anecdotal accounts of reading experiences cited in this essay gain their wider significance when seen not only in the light of evidence about contemporary reading practices, but also in the light of evidence about publishing history. One of the most suggestive aspects of this study has been the extent to which both authors and publishers were surprised by the demand for the Bridgewater Treatises-taken aback by the emergence of those new reading audiences on whose existence they were soon to capitalize in developing new genres of self-consciously "popular" science books. As I argued in the introduction, it is by thus combining evidence from the contexts of production and reading that historians are able to move beyond the familiar top-down notion of "popular science"-sterile as an analytical while still useful as an actors' category-to a historiography that recognizes the agency of all those involved in the communication circuit, including not only the producers of books but their readers as well.
A particular advantage of such an approach is that it contributes to an increased understanding of the cultural dynamics of science. A number of recent studies have recognized that the rapid social change that took place in Britain during the first half of the nineteenth century, and the accompanying proliferation of reading audiences, had profound implications for science. Whereas R. M. Young identified a "common context" for debate among the intelligentsia, it is now clear that on a wider social scale there was much scope for conflict. The point is nicely illustrated by the foregoing analysis of the divergent read-ings of Buckland's Bridgewater. In the hands of Evangelicals like Cockburn or atheists like Chilton, Geology and Mineralogy could be made the focus for that contest for authority in which the gentlemanly practitioners of science were engaged. Clearly, then, an adequate understanding of the increasing cultural authority of science in that period requires not only that we investigate the role of scientific authors in managing print culture to secure their ends, but that we investigate the roles of all those involved in the communication circuit. Moreover, such an approach necessarily exposes the power relations that subsisted between the different groups, as each sought to establish its claims to knowledge. Indeed, this takes us round to the beginning of the communication circuit again, since the attempts of authors to recover and restate their knowledge claims in response to the counterclaims of their readers often result in revised editions and new works.
The history of the book is not a uniquely privileged means of exploring the place of science in its wider cultural context. Indeed, there has been much outstanding work in this area-some of which I have drawn upon here-that does not relate primarily to books.68 Yet it is important to appreciate that books are far too important to be treated merely as texts: examined within the communication circuit of their time, they can be made to serve this wider historical purpose.
